
Examples 
Below are some examples of the quality of entries I am looking for in your journal.  In particular, you will notice 
that in the style entries, I want you to do some sophisticated thinking that involves your knowledge of poetry and 
literary devices (underlined in the example).   
 
Journal Entry on Style:  Sharon Olds 
I read “Celibacy at Twenty,” “After Making Love in Winter” and “First Birth.”  In some capacity, all three poems 

describe stopovers on the speaker’s journey to a sexual coming of age, and it strikes me the way Olds identifies the 

sensuality in things ordinarily not sexualized.  In “Celibacy at Twenty” she describes the “air” pressing on skin 

when turning “a corner too fast” and in “First Birth,” she compares a child’s birth to “being entered for the first time, 

but entered from the inside.”  All three poems rely on evocative images like “the face in the dashlight” that become 

paired with unusual metaphors like “closer and closer, like the approaching earth,” appealing to both sense and 

imagination.  In addition, all three poems end at a place of belonging or wanting to belong to the other.  The 

overwhelming theme from the three poems is of the stickiness of human desire in relationships, and the way it 

imbues the entirety of our sexual and interpersonal existences. 

 
Journal Entry on a poem I  l iked: “Sci l la” by Louise Glück 
I love, love, love, that I must know what Blue Scilla is and how it grows in order to hear the voice of the flower 

buried in this poem.  “Not I, you idiot, not self, but we…” the poem begins, and that is exactly true.  A blue Scilla 

alone is nothing, un-noteworthy in so many respects.  But grow as they do—in wide fields at a time and oh! 

Gorgeous!  I appreciate the metaphor, too, the sense that being a solitary human being just doesn’t mean much and 

can’t accomplish much.  I both agree and disagree with it—but I appreciate the sentiment.  I want to believe that I 

matter, that my individual contribution is part of the one drop in the waterfall, but I also know that one person 

doesn’t make or break anything, really.  Except to people who love them...and I guess that’s it.  Blue Scilla is a great 

example.  Most people in the Midwest don’t even see an individual Scilla.  Why would they?  But I see them 

everywhere, all the time, all spring long, because I love them.  I wonder where the love is in the poem.... 

Notes to get you started… 
It will be very important to separate the speaker from the author in many of these poems, although it’s tempting to think that all contemporary poems are 
autobiographical in nature.  This is particularly important for poets like Sharon Olds, Anne Sexton, Ted Kooser, Yusef Komunyaaka (who we’ll get to later, etc.) 
who do in fact write poems in the autobiographical or apparently autobiographical genres.  You must assume that there is both  
 

a person (who may or may not be writing about a factual experience)  
AND  
an artist (who is using literary tools and skill to create a work of art) 
 

at work in the poems that you read.  In the style entries, your job is to look at the poems from the artist point of view.  This means that a sophisticated style entry 
or a well-written explication will not dwell on the story behind the poem or on the ways it might intersect with the poet’s life.  Instead, style entries and 
explications will address the poem itself. 
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Comment: Clearly labeled title of entry 

Comment: Lists specific poems—maybe not 
all the poems, but the ones I got “close to” and 
want to focus on. 

Comment: Opening line creates a thesis of 
sorts for the entry 

Comment: First main point (underlined) 

Comment: Supporting evidence (quotes 
from various poems) for the first main point 

Comment: Second main point with evidence 
supporting it (quotes from poems) 

Comment: Third main point 

Comment: Specific reference to the poem 

Comment: Exploring the tools the poet used 
that I appreciated personally 

Comment: Personal reflection on the poem 


